
STRATEGY
Stockwave provides stocking level recommendations broken into vehicle segment and price buckets based on your 

dealership’s sales velocity and target days supply. Search results are personalized based on your buying preferences.

vAuto’s wholesale acquisition tool gives you insight into which vehicles will gross, where to find them and what to 

pay. We draw from a broad range of sources to provide the most accurate, up-to-the-minute Live Market View of 

today’s used car values and pricing, giving you the most complete wholesale data.
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PLANNING
Once you build a business plan with Stockwave, letting the software know your expected fees and additional costs, the 
tool will automatically calculate profit potential and a maximum bid based on your pricing and exit strategies.

MARKET DATA
Stockwave’s Glance component features valuable market data, including Autotrader Scarcity, vAuto’s option-specific 
rBook “Like Mine” Market Days Supply numbers, and vAuto’s Adjusted Market Average Price. More market data means 
making the right decisions is easier than ever.

ONLINE
During a Simulcast, Stockwave will automatically show book values, CR scores, Market Days Supply, average odometer, 
and retail comps all in retails, allowing you to make informed buying decisions. 

MOBILE APPLICATION
Take Stockwave to the auction and anywhere else you need to be, 
and get everything you need for simpler wholesale sourcing at 
your fingertips.
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like you at vAuto.com/StockwaveSuccess

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
To keep your dealership on the right path, you need to make strategic decisions and overcome business obstacles 

every single day. That’s why every vAuto customer is paired with a dedicated Performance Manager. These experienced 

tools and achieve its full potential.

Dealerships that work with vAuto’s Performance Managers have dramatically improved their sales volume and profitability, 

and consistently rank among the nation’s top performers. It’s time for you to join them.

SIMON FIELDS  |  Lexus of Louisville

40%
GROSS PROFIT WITH 
STOCKWAVE


